
Our growing company is looking for a technician level. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for technician level

Interfaces with computer systems for equipment preparation and operation
Sets up, changes over, and test runs equipment for various size containers,
stoppers and caps as required
Responsible for the overall troubleshooting, repairs, and maintenance of
electronic/electrical/complex mechanical and pneumatic/hydraulic systems,
including coordination of outside services to affect repairs in SPO
Diagnosis of electric/electronic malfunction through the use of a multimeter
Electric- all equipment and distribution systems in the department, single or
three phase
Mechanical - all machinery related to the processing of biological and
pharmaceutical products
Performs electric/electronic adjustments and modular electronic and electric
replacements as necessary during set-up, repair, checkout, and line operation
Performs or coordinates major and minor overhauls of formulation, vial
washing, filling, packaging and inspection equipment by completely
dissembling, or repairing and reassembling equipment to proper operating
condition
Performs preventive maintenance required to keep equipment in good
working order, including but not limited to belt changes, lubrications,
alignments, change outs, inspections, calibrations
Repairs/replaces any sanitary component, , sanitary diaphragm valves
connected to the system or mechanically connected valving

Qualifications for technician level

Example of Technician Level Job Description
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Must have good personal skills in dealing with customers, good problem
solving skills, and high technical ability
Must be able to climb ladders or stairs to reach objects
Requires the mental and visual ability to read and interpret computer
programs, operating systems, and communications systems information
Requires the ability to lift up to twenty five pounds
Must be able to climb ladders, reach overhead, and maneuverer in tight areas
Working familiarity and knowledge on common Internet protocols and
technologies such as TCP/IP, DNS, FTP, SSL


